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Background and Purpose—Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a leading cause of cardioembolic stroke, but the relationship between
AF and noncardioembolic stroke subtypes are unclear. Because AF may be unrecognized, and because AF has a substantial
genetic basis, we assessed for predisposition to AF across ischemic stroke subtypes.
Methods—We examined associations between AF genetic risk and Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment stroke
subtypes in 2374 ambulatory individuals with ischemic stroke and 5175 without from the Wellcome Trust Case-Control
Consortium 2 using logistic regression. We calculated AF genetic risk scores using single-nucleotide polymorphisms
associated with AF in a previous independent analysis across a range of preselected significance thresholds.
Results—There were 460 (19.4%) individuals with cardioembolic stroke, 498 (21.0%) with large vessel, 474 (20.0%) with
small vessel, and 814 (32.3%) individuals with strokes of undetermined cause. Most AF genetic risk scores were associated
with stroke, with the strongest association (P=6×10−4) attributed to scores of 944 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (each
associated with AF at P<1×10−3 in a previous analysis). Associations between AF genetic risk and stroke were enriched
in the cardioembolic stroke subset (strongest P=1.2×10−9, 944 single-nucleotide polymorphism score). In contrast, AF
genetic risk was not significantly associated with noncardioembolic stroke subtypes.
Conclusions—Comprehensive AF genetic risk scores were specific for cardioembolic stroke. Incomplete workups and
subtype misclassification may have limited the power to detect associations with strokes of undetermined pathogenesis.
Future studies are warranted to determine whether AF genetic risk is a useful biomarker to enhance clinical discrimination
of stroke pathogeneses.   (Stroke. 2017;48:1451-1456. DOI: 10.1161/STROKEAHA.116.016198.)
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given the occasionally paroxysmal and asymptomatic nature
of the arrhythmia. Moreover, AF confers a markedly increased
risk of recurrent stroke,17 and treatment with anticoagulation
reduces the risk of stroke in patients with identified AF.18 As
such, there is a critical need to understand the extent to which
AF contributes to strokes which may be attributed to other
pathogeneses, and strokes in which no obvious pathogenesis
is identified.

hereas one in 5 ischemic strokes can be attributed to
cardioembolism in the setting of atrial fibrillation
(AF),1,2 a prevalent and heritable3–8 arrhythmia, a substantial proportion of additional strokes may arise in association
with AF. For example, a cause for stroke is not identified in
up to one third of patients,9–11 and unrecognized AF has been
identified in about 30% of such individuals during long-term
follow-up.12–16 However, AF may be challenging to identify
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Ischemic stroke is heritable,19 and recent discoveries indicate
that genetic variants associated with AF are also associated with
stroke.20 The two most significant susceptibility loci for cardioembolism are also the two loci most strongly associated with
AF.21–26 We recently observed that comprehensive genome-wide
genetic risk scores for AF have greater power for predicting AF
than more limited scores and were significantly associated with
cardioembolic stroke.27 Therefore, to assess the contribution of
AF to different clinically determined stroke mechanisms, we
examined the relationship between genome-wide measures of
AF genetic risk and ischemic stroke subtypes.

Methods
Study Participants
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Participants in the study included 2374 ambulatory individuals with
ischemic strokes and 5175 population-based controls (1958 Birth
Cohort and National Blood Service Donors) from the WTCCC2
(Wellcome Trust Case-Control Consortium 2) ischemic stroke study.24
Descriptions of the individual studies comprising the WTCCC2 sample are provided in the online-only Data Supplement. All individuals
were of self-reported European ancestry. Participating studies were
approved by relevant institutional review boards, and all participants
gave written or oral consent for study participation, including genetic
research, as approved by the local institutional body.

Stroke Ascertainment
Cases with ischemic stroke were ascertained from 3 sites across the
UK—Edinburgh, Oxford, and St. George’s (SGUL). The University
of Edinburgh collection comprised 727 cases with ischemic stroke,
consecutively collected as part of the Edinburgh Stroke Study. The
University of Oxford collection comprised 896 cases with ischemic
stroke, consecutively collected as part of the OXVASC (Oxford
Vascular Study). The SGUL collection comprised 1224 ischemic
stroke samples from a hospital-based setting. All patients underwent
recording with continuous telemetry as inpatients and had electrocardiograms. Ischemic stroke subtypes were determined according
to Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment criteria based on
relevant clinical imaging.28 Strokes of other determined pathogenesis, using the Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment
criteria, were excluded from the case–control populations before
genotyping. Full details about stroke ascertainment, neuroimaging,
and other clinical work-up are provided in the online-only Data
Supplement.

Genotyping and Imputation
All WTCCC2 cases were genotyped as part of the WTCCC2 ischemic
stroke study using the Illumina Human660W-Quad array. Controls
were genotyped using the Illumina Human1.2M-Duo. Quality control procedures involved excluding single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) not genotyped on all case and control collections and SNPs
with Fisher information measure <0.98, genotype call rate <0.95,
minor allele frequency <0.01, or Hardy–Weinberg P<1×10−20 in
either the case or control collections. Samples were excluded if identified as outliers on call rate, heterozygosity, ancestry, and average
probe intensity based on a Bayesian clustering algorithm. Samples
were also removed if they exhibited discrepancies between inferred
and recorded sex or cryptic relatedness with other WTCCC2 samples
(pairwise identity-by-descent >0.05). Imputation was performed to
the 1000 Genomes Phase 1 Integrated variant set. Phasing was perform using SHAPEIT29 v2.778 and imputation was performed using
IMPUTE v2.3.0.30

AF Genetic Risk
We selected SNPs in approximate linkage equilibrium by pruning31
2.2 million HapMap variants included in a previous independent

meta-analysis of genome-wide association studies for AF from the
AFGen consortium (6707 individuals with and 53 436 without AF).32
Specifically, we recursively extracted SNPs within a sliding 250-kb
window that were uncorrelated on the basis of an r2 value of 0.3 using
PLINK v1.90b3.32.28
For each individual in the WTCCC2 sample, we calculated AF
genetic risk scores by summing the dosage of each AF risk allele
(which can range from 0 to 2), weighted by the natural logarithm of
the relative risk for each SNP determined from the previous independent AFGen meta-analysis.32 For example, if a score is composed
of 3 SNPs and the log-relative risks of the 3 SNPs are 0.3, 0.4, and
0.5, respectively, then if the individual was heterozygous for each of
the 3 SNPs the score would be ([0.3×1]+[0.4×1]+[0.5×1]=1.2). If the
individual was homozygous for risk alleles at all 3 SNPs, the score
would be ([0.3×2]+[0.4×2]+[0.5×2]=2.4). Thus, genetic risk scores
for each individual were single linear predictors which we treated as
continuous variables.
As inclusion of SNPs liberally associated with a trait in genetic risk
scores may increase the proportion of variance in the trait explained
by the score,33–36 we created scores based on SNPs associated with
AF in the previous analysis32 at 9 different significance thresholds,
which we selected a priori (P<0.0001, <0.001, <0.01, <0.05, <0.1,
<0.2, <0.3, <0.4, and <0.5).

Statistical Analysis
We examined the associations between AF genetic risk scores and
stroke subtypes using multivariable logistic regression with adjustment for 2 ancestry-informative principal components. AF genetic
risk was entered into models as a continuous variable. We specifically
examined the associations between scores and all ischemic, cardioembolic, large vessel, small vessel, and unknown stroke subtypes. We
used the same set of referents for all analyses.
The a priori significance threshold for all analyses was P<0.05 using
2-sided tests. Analyses were conducted using PLINK v1.90b3.3231
and R 3.2.2.37

Results
Participant characteristics are summarized in Table 1. Among
the 2374 cases with ischemic stroke, there were 460 (19.4%)
individuals with cardioembolic stroke, 498 (21.0%) with large
vessel, 474 (20.0%) with small vessel stroke subtypes, and
814 (34.2%) with strokes of undetermined cause. A further
128 cases (5.4%) had stroke of tandem pathogenesis and were
not considered in the subtype analyses.
AF genetic risk scores were comprised between 172 and
162 456 SNPs across the 9 different preselected SNP significance thresholds (Table 2). AF genetic risk scores were associated with all ischemic stroke, with P values ranging from
6.0×10−4 (944 SNP score) to 0.18 (44 127 SNP score; Figure).
Among the stroke subtypes, AF genetic risk was enriched
among the subset of individuals with cardioembolic stroke.
We observed significant associations between AF genetic
risk and cardioembolic stroke across all SNP scores, with the
strongest association (P=1.2×10−9) accounted for by a score
composed of SNPs associated with AF at P<1×10−3 in the
previous AFGen analysis.32 AF genetic risk scores were not
significantly associated with large vessel disease, small vessel
disease, or unknown stroke subtypes.

Discussion
In our analysis of 2374 individuals with ischemic stroke and
5175 population-based referents of European ancestry, we
observed that comprehensive AF genetic risk scores were significantly associated with stroke. The association was almost
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Table 1. Characteristics of Wellcome Trust Case-Control Consortium 2 Participants Included in the Analysis

All ischemic stroke
 Cardioembolic

n (%)

Age, y

Men, %

History of AF,
n (%)

History of IHD,
n (%)

MRI,
n (%)

2374

72.2±12.5

53.8

479 (20.1)

552 (23.3)

881 (37.1)

847 (35.7)

2176 (91.7)

75.4±12.5

62.1

362 (78.7)

141 (30.7)

113 (24.6)

259 (56.3)

393 (85.4)

460 (19.4)

Echocardiogram, Extracranial Imaging,
n (%)
n (%)

 Large vessel disease

498 (20.1)

68.2±10.8

66.2

2 (0.4)

136 (27.3)

196 (39.4)

133 (26.7)

487 (98.2)

 Small vessel disease

474 (20.0%)

69.6±11.7

52.3

10 (2.1)

76 (16.0)

285 (60.1)

139 (29.1)

455 (96.0)

 Unknown

814 (34.3)

70.8±13.8

45.7

26 (3.2)

153 (18.8)

248 (30.5)

248 (30.5)

726 (89.2)

…

49.5

…

…

…

…

…

Referents

5175

Data presented as mean±SD or n (%) unless otherwise specified. A further 128 (5.4%) individuals had stroke of tandem pathogenesis and were not included in
any subgroup analyses. All patients underwent computed tomographic imaging and an ECG. Extracranial cerebral arterial imaging includes carotid and vertebral
artery ultrasound, or computed tomographic angiography, or MRI. AF indicates atrial fibrillation; IHD, ischemic heart disease; and MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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entirely explained by an association with cardioembolic
stroke, whereas scores were not significantly associated with
noncardioembolic stroke pathogeneses. In aggregate, these
findings indicate that the associations between AF genetic risk
and ischemic stroke are specific for cardioembolic stroke.
Our findings support and extend previous analyses examining the relationship between AF and ischemic stroke. AF
is a well-recognized risk factor for stroke.13 Genome-wide
association studies of ischemic stroke, in which a subset of
individuals from the present analysis were included, identified variants at the top 2 AF susceptibility loci on chromosomes 4q25 and 16q22 among the subset with cardioembolic
strokes.23–25 A genetic risk score comprised top genome-wide
significant variants for clinical traits known to be associated with ischemic stroke, including 14 variants associated
with AF, was associated with ischemic stroke in a previous
analysis.38 Our study extends previous literature by relating
comprehensive genome-wide estimates of AF genetic risk
to specific stroke subtypes in a large and well-characterized
sample.
Our findings have 3 major implications. First, by testing
scores composed of SNPs associated with AF at different significance thresholds in a previous independent analysis, our
findings indicate that common genetic variants associated
with AF at more liberal thresholds than the stringent genomewide significance threshold typically used are associated
with ischemic stroke. We observed similar findings in a separate analysis in which we assessed associations between AF
genetic risk and incident AF.27 Our analysis identified an informative subset of variants that may be relevant for assessing
AF genetic risk in future studies. Discovery efforts in larger
samples and using improved imputation reference panels may
improve our understanding of genetic risk associated with
both AF and stroke.
Second, our observation that AF genetic risk is associated
nearly exclusively with cardioembolic stroke highlights the
possibility that AF genetic risk may serve as a discriminating marker for strokes caused by thromboembolism rather

than other mechanisms. The fact that the AF genetic risk
score most significantly associated with cardioembolic
stroke had no discernible association with other stroke classifications highlights the relative effectiveness of Trial of
Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment classification in distinguishing cardioembolic from other stroke pathogeneses.
Identification of quantitative thresholds of AF genetic risk
that maximize discrimination between cardioembolic and
noncardioembolic stroke subtypes may inform prospective
efforts to test the clinical use of AF genetic risk. Future consideration of both the clinical use and cost-effectiveness of
genetic risk stratification to distinguish stroke mechanisms
may be warranted.
Third, we did not observe a significant association between
AF genetic risk and stroke of unknown pathogenesis. However,
we only had sufficient power to identify an association if AF
and stroke of unknown pathogenesis were moderately highly
genetically correlated (r2>0.5), meaning we cannot rule out a
moderate association between the 2 traits, particularly if only
a fraction of the strokes of unknown pathogenesis were due
to AF. Moreover, the WTCCC2 data set is a heavily curated
research tool, which may not mirror the imperfect standard
community practice of stroke subtyping. Future larger studies using genetic risk of AF and other stroke risk factors may
yield insights into the contribution of heritable risk factors to
cryptogenic stroke.
Our study should be interpreted in the context of the observational study design. Individuals included in the analysis
were of European ancestry, and therefore the results may
not be generalizable to other ancestral groups. We had limited power to assess the relationship between AF genetic
risk and noncardioembolic stroke subtypes. We were unable
to adjust for clinical risk factors associated with ischemic
stroke and AF, and therefore cannot exclude confounding
between genetic risk and ischemic stroke. Nevertheless, we
have separately observed significant associations between
genetic markers and incident AF independent of clinical
AF risk factors, which are highly correlated with stroke risk

Table 2. Number of SNPs Included in Each Atrial Fibrillation Genetic Risk Score
Discovery sample P value for association with AF
n SNPs in genetic risk score

<1×10−4

<1×10−3

<0.01

<0.05

<0.1

<0.2

<0.3

<0.4

<0.5

172

944

6182

24 599

44 127

78 329

109 124

137 122

162 456

AF indicates atrial fibrillation; and SNP, single-nucleotide polymorphism.
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Figure. Association between atrial fibrillation genetic risk and ischemic stroke subtypes. Top, The strength of association between genetic
risk scores comprised atrial fibrillation genetic markers and ischemic stroke subtypes are displayed. Separate scores were calculated corresponding to differences in the strength of association between each variant and atrial fibrillation in a prior independent analysis.32 Bottom,
The magnitude of association per 1-U change in each genetic risk score is displayed. CE indicates cardioembolic stroke; IS, all ischemic
stroke; LVD, large vessel disease stroke; OR, odds ratio; SVD, small vessel disease stroke; and UNK, stroke of unknown pathogenesis.

factors.39 Individuals with strokes of unknown pathogenesis
had clinical workups at the discretion of their treating providers, some of which may have been incomplete. Incomplete
workups may have resulted in misclassification because
further workup may have attributed strokes to an pathogenic subgroup, and thereby biased our analyses examining
associations between AF genetic risk scores and stroke of
undetermined pathogenesis toward the null if strokes were
caused by other noncardioembolic pathogeneses. Moreover,
the absence of systematic long-term cardiac rhythm monitoring results does not enable assessment of incident AF in
patients with ischemic strokes. Future analyses with more
complete phenotyping in the undetermined subset, and with
a larger number of individuals with undetermined stroke, are
warranted. It is also possible that more precise scores of AF
genetic risk may be more specific for cardioembolic stroke
subtypes and yield associations with strokes of undetermined
pathogenesis. Large genome-wide association studies of AF
are ongoing and are expected to yield more precise estimates
of AF risk associated with each SNP marker.

Conclusions
In our analysis of 2374 individuals with stroke and 5175
population-based referents, we observed that AF genetic risk
was strongly associated with ischemic stroke. Genetic risk

scores composed of variants liberally associated with AF were
associated specifically with the cardioembolic stroke subtype, indicating that the Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke
Treatment classification system effectively distinguishes
cardioembolic from noncardioembolic stroke subtypes. Our
observations suggest that polygenic AF risk is an important
determinant of stroke risk. Future analyses are warranted to
determine whether using information AF genetic risk can help
distinguish between stroke subtypes.
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Wellcome Trust Case-Control Consortium 2 Study Descriptions
The Wellcome Trus Case-Control Consortium 2 was comprised of three studies. Descriptions
are provided below:
(a) St George’s Stroke Study, London, UK: Ischemic stroke patients of European descent
attending a cerebrovascular service were recruited 1995-2008. All cases were phenotyped by
one experienced stroke neurologist with review of original imaging. All patients had clinically
relevant diagnostic workups performed, including brain imaging with computed tomography (CT)
and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as well as ancillary diagnostic investigations
including duplex ultrasonography of the carotid and vertebral arteries, echocardiography, Holter
monitoring, magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), CT-angiography (CTA) and blood tests.
(b) Oxford Vascular Study, UK: Patients of European descent with acute ischemic stroke or
transient ischemic attack with evidence of infarction on brain imaging were recruited during
2002-2008 as part of a population-based study of all transient ischemic attack and stroke in
about 91,000 people in Oxfordshire, UK. All cases were phenotyped by one experienced stroke
neurologist with review of original imaging.
(c) Edinburgh Stroke Study, Scotland, UK: Between 2002 and 2005 consecutive consenting
patients with stroke who were admitted to or seen as outpatients at the Western General
Hospital, Edinburgh were prospectively recruited. Cases in this study were those with a clinically
evident stroke, demonstrated by brain imaging (CT or MRI) to be ischemic. An experienced
stroke physician assessed each patient as soon as possible after the stroke, prospectively
recording demographic and clinical details, including vascular risk factors and results of brain
imaging and other investigations.
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